Supplementary
. FLIM/FRET of cells co-transfected with different OxPhos subunits. a, mEGFP was used as donor and DsRed as acceptor. Complex I (CI) was labeled at subunit 30kD, complex III was labeled at subunit k, complex IV at subunit CoxVb, complex II at subunit B (CII) and ATP synthase at subunit  (CV). b, To check for dimerization of complex V, the following FRET pairs were tested: subunit -mEGFP x subunit -DsRed (CVxCV, first donor, then acceptor construct), subunit b x subunit b, subunit b x subunit . CVb-D-A is a tandem construct of subunit b-eGFP-DsRed where intramolecular FRET can be expected. At least, two independent assays per combination were performed. FRET efficiency was calculated as E = (1-DA/D)*100. Fluorescence lifetime images were recorded in cells 6 days after co-transfection and within one image half, the acceptor was completely bleached to obtain the reference lifetime for the donor in absence of the acceptor. Determination of mean fluorescence intensity (all mitochondria per cell) was performed using ImageJ software (NIH Image, http://rsb.info.nih.gov/nih image/index.html). For thresholding, the otsu filter was used as a mask for mitochondria and the background was set to NaN. The correlation of fit ranges from -1 to 1, and was calculated using simulated map with 5Å
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resolution for the models. Average map volume calculated from density map values averaged over the center positions of all the fit atoms, thus a higher value means the atoms sit in higher density, indicating a better fit. * Density map and full-atom model from the same work.
9 Overall, our model shows high similarity to available experimental models, especially one of the newest models with the highest available to date resolution: model of the "tight" respirasome PDB 5J4Z with resolution 5.8 Å. 9 We used "Orientation of Proteins in Membranes" (OPM) database 14 to obtain protein structures with assigned membrane limits (available at http://opm.phar.umich.edu). We used this data to ensure correct orientation of each protein in membrane with respect to other proteins in the supercomplex model. The OPM service provides spatial arrangements of membrane proteins with respect to the hydrocarbon core of the lipid bilayer, but for visualization we marked borders between the membrane lipids and the solution.
Additionally, we have placed a cytochrome c molecule structures in each of the three known binding sites in the supercomplex: one on the cytochrome oxidase monomer, and two on the cytochrome bc1 complex dimer. The X-ray structure of the cytochrome bc1 complex dimer (PDB 1PP9) 6 To create structures of sEcGFP-labeled subunits of supercomplex proteins we took the structure of the GFP and the sequence of the sEcGFP with protein linker and only few first residues of respective supercomplex protein subunit. With this set-up we created 25 models with variable conformations of the linker. Then the sEcGFP-linker structures were attached to the corresponding end of the protein chain of each model. The loop optimization by MODELLER allowed us to create a wide range of geometrically reasonable conformations of the linker. These models were superposed with corresponding subunits in the supercomplex; all models that created steric clashes between sEcGFP and the supercomplex proteins or the membrane were removed (see supplementary Figure XXX ).
The fraction of models, fitting into the supercomplex structure without clashing with other proteins or the membrane corresponds to the conformational space, available for the linker in a particular location (Table YYY) . This number is bigger for mobile labels, which have longer linkers, and are exposed to the solution; and smaller for labels, attached by a short linker and/or surrounded by other proteins, and thus have restricted mobility. To give quantitative estimates of relative mobility of each linker, we also considered the number of "free" residues in each fusion construct, as a number of residues, mainly responsible for the linker and label mobility. Thus, we counted all residues between original subunit and the fluorescent label, not participating in any secondary structure and not restricted by a hydrogen bond or a salt bridge. Finally, we estimated the maximum distance between the sEcGFP label and nearest surface (of membrane or supercomplex protein)
achieved with a fully stretched conformation of the linker (Supplementary Table 3) 
